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Abstract: Deformation monitoring plays a pivotal role in assessing dam safety. Interferometric
Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) has the advantage of obtaining an extensive range of deformation,
regardless of weather conditions. The Datengxia Water Conservancy Hub is the largest in-construction
dam in China. To effectively assess the in-construction dam safety, the SBAS-InSAR (Small Baseline
Subset-InSAR) technique and 86 Sentinel-1 images (from 11 February 2020, to 16 January 2023) have
been employed in this study to monitor the deformation over the reservoir and its surrounding
areas. The reliability of the SBAS-InSAR monitoring results over the study area was demonstrated
by the in situ monitoring results. And the InSAR results show that the central section of the left
dam exhibits the most substantial cumulative deformation, attributed to the maximal water pressure.
This is closely followed by the left end of the dam, which reflects a similar but smaller deformation.
However, the in-construction cofferdam facilities make the right-end section of the left dam more
robust, and the deformation is the most stable. Additionally, significant deformation of the auxiliary
dam slope has been identified. Moreover, the analysis indicated that the deformation of the four
upstream slopes is closely related to the precipitation, which potentially poses a threat to the safety of
the Datengxia Dam.

Keywords: Datengxia Water Conservancy Hub; SBAS-InSAR; deformation monitoring; time
series analysis

1. Introduction

Water conservancy hub projects play a significant role in various aspects of society
and the economy, encompassing flood control, water storage, irrigation, navigation, power
generation, and more. However, over the prolonged operation of a dam, safety hazards can
arise due to factors such as its structural integrity, geological composition, and the potential
for surrounding landslides. In extreme cases, these issues can even pose threats to human
lives and property. Therefore, it is imperative to provide scientific deformation monitoring
data to enhance dam safety [1,2]. In comparison to traditional point-based survey methods
such as Total Station, GPS, and Dumpy level [3–5], Spaceborne Synthetic Aperture Radar
Interferometry (InSAR) technology boasts distinct advantages [6–8]. It offers the capability
to acquire ground deformation information under all weather conditions, with high preci-
sion and across large spatial extents. This efficiency notably reduces the observation period,
widens the spatial scope, and enhances monitoring accuracy [9–11], and is widely used
for deformation monitoring, such as the deformation monitoring of landslides, volcanic
activity, land subsidence, and other geological disasters [12,13].
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With the development of InSAR technology, more and more researchers are exploring
the use of InSAR for efficient and rapid dam safety monitoring. Wang Teng et al. (2011)
utilized 40 SAR images, employing the PS InSAR and QPS InSAR methods to analyze
the stability and deformation patterns of a concrete gravity dam during construction and
operation [14]. Diego Di Martire (2014), using 51 ENVISAT-ASAR images find the high
agreement between final InSAR displacements and in situ instrumental data, demonstrated
the reliability of InSAR technique for the precise monitoring of civil infrastructures [15].
Pietro Milillo et al. utilized 198 COSMO SkyMed and TerraSAR-X image to conduct continu-
ous 5-year monitoring on Italy’s Pertusillo Dam, time series deformation derived by InSAR
is highly correlated with ground deformation monitoring [16]. Wei Zhou used InSAR to
observe the displacement properties of the Shuibuya Dam and found good agreement
with results derived from the recorded internal monitoring data. The external monitoring
results from the InSAR observation can be used as a supplement for traditional monitoring
methods to analyze the parameters of the dam [17]. Al Husseinawi et al. (2018) assessed
the stability of Iraq’s Darbandikhan Dam post the 2017 Mw 7.3 Sarpol Zahab earthquake
using 4 years of Sentinel-1 data [18–20]. Overall, the time series InSAR technology has been
widely applied for monitoring reservoir dam deformation over time. The SBAS-InSAR
method [21], as a representative time series InSAR technique, effectively overcomes the
effects of temporal and spatial decorrelation and atmospheric delays by appropriately com-
bining interferograms to analyze distributed scatterers (DSs) with high coherence. Research
results from the application of SBAS-InSAR technology in dam monitoring [22–24] demon-
strate that this technique can efficiently and accurately obtain deformation monitoring
results for dams, allowing for real-time assessment of the dams’ operational health status.

As a pivotal project in the Pearl River basin, the construction of the Datengxia Water
Conservancy Hub began in 2014. The left dam was completed in January 2020, and
the right dam is still under construction. It has been in service since January 2020, and
has significantly contributed to flood control and water supply safety in the basin while
fostering sustainable regional economic and social development [25]. Since its completion,
the project has yielded remarkable economic, social, and environmental benefits. Before
this study, no one had carried out large-scale deformation monitoring of the Datengxia
Dam and the surrounding areas. Therefore, to ensure the secure operation of the dam
during both construction and operation phases, using 86 Sentinel-1 satellite SAR images,
as well as by using the Small Baseline Subset InSAR (SBAS InSAR) technique, this study
conducted time series deformation monitoring over the Datengxia Water Control Project
area. This study has obtained data related to the deformation of the Datengxia Dam, and
simultaneously has identified potential landslide hazards and risks along both banks of the
upstream Qianjiang River.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the study
area and the data used. Section 3 is a description of the methodology and the workflow.
Section 4 presents and analyzes the results. Eventually, the conclusion is given in Section 5.

2. Study Area and Data
2.1. Study Area

The Datengxia Water Conservancy Hub is situated in Guiping, Guangxi Province,
China, and stands as the largest water conservancy undertaking within the Pearl River
Basin. The geographical context of the study area is depicted in Figure 1. Encompassing a
watershed region of approximately 198,600 km2, the Datengxia Water Conservancy Hub
covers 56.4% of the total area of the Xijiang River Basin. Its primary planning objectives
include facilitating water storage for irrigation, implementing flood control measures
across the watershed, improving navigational conditions, and ensuring a secure water
supply for the Pearl River Delta and Macau. The hub primarily consists of the Qianjiang
main dam and the Y-shaped Qianjiang auxiliary dam. The Qianjiang main dam takes
the form of a concrete gravity dam, boasting a maximum dam height of 80 m and a dam
length spanning 1343 m. On the left bank, the Qianjiang auxiliary dam features a clay
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core rock dam configuration with a dam length of 1239 m. The average elevation of the
region encompassing the Datengxia Reservoir ranges between 23 and 43 m. During normal
operational conditions, the reservoir’s water level is maintained at 61 m, with a designed
total storage capacity of approximately 3.43 billion cubic meters, in addition to a flood
control storage capacity of roughly 1.5 billion cubic meters.
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Figure 1. Overview of the study area. (a) Coverage of usage SAR data and DEM of the study area.
(b) The Pearl River basin extent. (c) Datengxia Water Conservancy Hub, consists of a main dam and
an auxiliary dam.

2.2. SAR Data

In this study, a total of 86 scenes of Sentinel-1 A satellite imagery were acquired
from 11 February 2020 to 16 January 2023. To facilitate the monitoring, this research
utilizes Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data acquired through the Terrain Observation
with Progressive Scans (TOPS) imaging mode of the satellite. The acquired image data
exhibit azimuth and range resolutions of approximately 13.98 m and 2.33 m, respectively.
Notably, these data are available for free download from the Sentinel Science Data Center
of the European Space Agency. And we can see the detailed parameters in Appendix A.

Temporal Small Baseline Subset InSAR (SBAS-InSAR) methodology was employed
to facilitate deformation monitoring in this study. Sentinel-1 satellite belongs to the C-
band radar, and the control of the satellite orbit is very stable. To mitigate the temporal
decorrelation effects due to seasonal vegetation changes, we chose a 62-day temporal
threshold and 130 m spatial baseline to obtain better interferometric results, and the
selected spatiotemporal baseline threshold is considered adequate to reduce the impact of
the potential biases [26,27]. Consequently, a set of 222 interferograms was generated. The
spatiotemporal baseline distribution of these interferometric pairs is depicted in Figure 2,
from which we can see the temporal baseline is short and nearly 85% of the interferograms
have spatial baselines below 100 m.
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3. Methods
3.1. Data Preprocessing

The pre-processing workflow for raw SAR data can be seen in Appendix B, which
comprises four steps: orbit refinement, Single-Look Complex (SLC) images extraction,
high-precision registration, and multi-look cropping.

Incorporating Precise Orbit Ephemeris Information: In the InSAR processing work-
flow, accurate precise orbit data integration is crucial. Precise orbit information serves a
dual purpose: aiding geometric registration algorithms in achieving high-precision align-
ment of SAR images and effectively removing residual systematic orbit errors within the
interferometric phase. Typically, after downloading Sentinel-1 data, we use precision orbit
ephemeris data files to format into single-look complex (SLC) images.

Extraction of swaths and bursts within the study area: The Sentinel-1 satellite employs
the Terrain Observation by Progressive Scans (TOPS) imaging mode [28]. During its
flight, the radar beam oscillates and sweeps from rear to front along the azimuth direction,
sequentially gathering data from three mapping swaths. The radar beam is also divided
into multiple bursts within each mapping swath to maintain consistent image quality.
Neighboring bursts are amalgamated based on the research area for coherent interferometric
processing. For this study, the Datengxia Gorge-centered study area comprises 1 to 3 bursts
sourced from the third mapping swath.

High-precision registration: High-precision SLC registration is fundamental to InSAR
interferometry. Sentinel-1’s TOPS mode alters beam coverage rapidly during each set
of burst scans, inducing Doppler frequency shifts along the azimuth. This necessitates
heightened registration precision to mitigate phase discrepancies. Accurate interferograms
require interference phase deviation within the image under 3 degrees, necessitating
azimuth registration accuracy finer than one-thousandth of a pixel [29]. In the processing
workflow, SAR data captured on 17 February 2021 were designated as the primary image
for registration preprocessing. Initial alignment is achieved via geometric registration,
followed by fine registration using the spectral diversity method. This approach achieves
registration precision down to one-thousandth of a pixel.

Study area cropping and multi-look processing: The registered SLC is systematically
cropped to align with the designated research area. Subsequently, a multi-look processing
strategy is applied, maintaining a 4:1 multi-look ratio in both the range and azimuth
dimensions. While this might reduce spatial resolution, multi-look processing reduces
noise and harmonizes spatial resolution across dimensions [30]. This congruence in spatial
resolution facilitates subsequent processing tasks.

3.2. SBAS InSAR Processing

The flowchart of InSAR data processing for small baseline set timing is shown in
Figure 3. After data preprocessing, to improve the coherence of image interference, we
selected image sets with shorter spatiotemporal baselines in N + 1 images and then con-
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nected them in pairs, generated interferograms [21]. Next, we identified and selected all
potential candidate monitoring points. Then, we corrected the DEM error and performed
the 3-D phase unwrapping. Finally, in the deformation solution process, singular value
decomposition (SVD) was used to solve the problem of matrix rank deficiency caused by
multi-master images, so as to obtain the deformation unique solution under the minimum
norm criterion [21,31,32]. Below is a brief explanation of the principle of this technology.
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Assuming there are (t0, t1, t2, · · · , tN) a total of N + 1 temporal SAR images, after
registering all images in the same geometric space, the interference pairs are organized
according to the principle of short spatiotemporal baseline. If at least one SAR image
interferes with it in each period, then (N + 1) SAR images can form M interference pairs,
and M meets the following conditions:

N + 1
2

≤ M ≤ N(N + 1)
2

(1)

For the jth scene differential interferogram generated by t1 and t2 image interference,
the differential interference phase δ∅j (ignoring atmospheric error phase, residual terrain
phase, and noise) can be expressed as:

δ∅j = ∅2(x, r)−∅1(x, r) ≈
4π
λ [d(t2, x, r)− d(t1, x, r)]

(2)

In the formula, ∅ is the interference phase; λ is the central wavelength of the signal;
d(tB, x, r) and d(tA, x, r) are the cumulative shape variables of the radar line of sight under
t2 and t1 spatial positions, respectively.

The phase in the above equation can be expressed as the product of the average phase
velocity vi of any two acquisition times and time, i.e.,

vi = (ϕi − ϕi−1)/(ti − ti−1) (3)
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The δ∅j of the jth scene differential interferogram, which generated by t1 and t2 image,
can be written as:

δ∅j = ∑i,t2
t1,i(ti − ti−1)vi (4)

Therefore, the differential interference phase of each time period can be written as:

δφ = Bv (5)

The differential interference phase vector δφ obtained by three-dimensional unwrap-
ping of the representative phase [33,34]; the deformation parameters φ are to be solved; A
represents a coefficient matrix related to the organizational form of interference, and the
rank deficiency of this matrix is closely related to the form of the small baseline set.

In order to obtain the surface deformation variables φm,n within the time interval,
the deformation phase is converted into the product of the average phase velocity vn,m
of the interference pair within the time interval and time tn,m, and the average phase
velocity v̂ is converted to the average deformation rate Vvelocity by Equation (8), λ is the
radar wavelength:

Aφ = Bv = δφ (6)

v̂ =
(

BT B
)−1

BTδφ (7)

Vvelocity = λv̂/2π (8)

Generally, coefficient matrix B is a rank deficient matrix with rank M − N + 1, and M
is the number of interference pairs. It is necessary to use the SVD method to obtain the
generalized inverse matrix of matrix B, and then obtain the minimum norm solution of the
speed vector. Finally, the shape variables of each time period can be obtained by integrating
the speed of each time period.

3.3. Covert the In-Suit Monitoring Results to Radar LOS Direction

In this study, we use the in-suit monitoring results measured by Leica TM5 Georobots
to validate InSAR-derived results. Since the deformation detected by InSAR is along the
line-of-sight (LOS), we need to convert the in-suit monitoring results to the LOS direction
for the comparison, and we used the following equation for this projection:

dlos = cosαsinϑde − sinαcosϑdn − cosϑdu (9)

where de, dn, du, are displacements in east, north, and vertical direction, respectively, α is
the azimuth of the satellite heading, and ϑ is the radar incidence angle. More details can be
found in [17].

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Average Deformation Rate of the Study Area

Following the processing methodology outlined in Section 2, we used a combination of
small baselines to generate interferograms, after which Goldstein filtering was implemented
to improve the phase stability. Figure 4 illustrates interferograms from multiple periods; the
quality of interference fringes in autumn and winter is better. However, even though we
adopt the SBAS strategy to generate the interferograms, the three interferograms b, e, and
h are still affected by temporal decorrelation in the summer. The temporal decorrelation is
due to the rapid growth of vegetation in the summer, and the C-band radar on the Sentinel-1
satellite has poor penetration ability of vegetation, resulting in unclear interference fringes.
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Figure 4. Comparison of differential interferograms from multiple periods: (a–c) are interferograms
from February, June, and September 2020; (d–f) are interferograms from February, June, and Septem-
ber 2021; and (g–i) are interferograms from February, June, and September 2022. The red rectangle
represents dam area, and the white rectangle represents mountainous regions.

After phase unwrapping, atmospheric error removal, and residual topography er-
ror phase correction [35–37], the line-of-sight (LOS) direction deformation was obtained,
as Figure 5 shows. Notably, Figure 5 exhibits a scarcity of monitoring points along the
riverbanks (marked by white square). This limitation arises from the characteristics of the
Sentinel-1 satellite, which operates in the C-band. The C-band has a shorter wavelength
and limited penetration through vegetation. As a result, areas with vegetated mountainous
terrain along the riverbanks exhibit diminished interference coherence, leading to a sparse
distribution of highly coherent monitoring points. This phenomenon can also be demon-
strated from the interferograms in Figure 4, where the fringes in vegetated mountainous
area (also marked by white squares in Figure 4) are not very clear because of the intrinsic
defects in C-band radar. Conversely, in the area where the dam is located (marked by red
squares in Figures 4 and 5), relatively even terrain and less vegetation are characterized
by numerous high-coherence pixels, so there is a clear interference fringe here, leading
to the concentration of monitoring points and an overall effective monitoring outcome.
Similarly, in the lower half of the image, regions with a significant concentration of artificial
structures exhibit a high density of monitoring points and distinct interference fringes,
which are well maintained.
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the white rectangle represents mountainous regions.

Additionally, Figure 5 demonstrates a state of relative stability across the study area.
The deformation in urban conglomerations range is within ±10 mm. Subsequent sections
will delve into a comprehensive exploration and analysis of the time series deformation
related to the primary structure of the Datengxia Dam, as well as the slopes adjacent to
the riverbanks.

4.2. Time Series Deformation Analysis of the Main Dam of Datengxia

In the same way as all artificial construction, the dam and construction area promi-
nently exhibit a robust radar wave reflection signal, rendering it clearly identifiable as
distinct bright features with discernible textural attributes in SAR images. Because of the
stable strongly reflected signal of such artificial construction, InSAR can easily detect more
monitoring points. Figure 6 shows SAR images of the Datengxia Dam, captured in January
2021, March 2022, and October 2022. In these SAR images, dark areas signify bodies of
water, while brighter areas correspond to the finalized dam (prominently illuminated linear
structures in the middle of images) and artificial construction area (bright surface clusters in
the bottom and left part of images). By leveraging optical images and multi-temporal SAR
images spanning September 2021, it becomes evident that over the course of the monitoring
period, the left dam within the Datengxia Water Control Project was brought to completion.
Simultaneously, the right dam (highlighted in yellow, indicative of its ongoing construction)
approached substantial completion by the close of 2022, and was fully completed in June
2023, culminating in noteworthy surface alterations.
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As presented in Figure 7, along the water flow direction, the left dam of Datengxia
exhibits a significant concentration of highly coherent monitoring points. Conversely, the
monitoring points over the right dam region are notably sparse. The rationale underlying
this discrepancy can be deduced from the conclusions drawn from the multi-temporal SAR
image analysis concerning the right dam of Datengxia, as evidenced in Figure 6. The scarcity
of monitoring points in the right dam area can be attributed to the rapid surface alterations
induced by the construction of the cofferdam zone throughout the monitoring duration.
These alterations engendered interference and subsequently disrupted coherence within
this specific region, thereby contributing to the dearth of highly coherent deformation
monitoring points. However, on an overarching basis, the utilization of C-band Sentinel1
imagery for undertaking time series InSAR deformation monitoring of the Datengxia Dam
is validated as both effective and feasible.

InSAR deformation monitoring is widely used in dam structure analysis [38,39]. Even
though InSAR technology will be affected by multiple error sources, these errors can be
weakened by fine, time series InSAR processing, and monitoring accuracy can still reach the
centimeter level [40–43]. In this study, the SBAS InSAR-derived results have been validated
by a Georobot Deformation Monitoring System. The locations of the Georobots are shown
in Figure 7 (marked by three pentagons), and their deformation values from 8 March 2020
to 13 April 2021 were measured by Leica TM5 electronic total station, depicted in Figure 8.

The Figure 8 shows the time series deformation derived by InSAR (2020–2023) and the
deformation measured by Georobots (the deformation values had converted to the InSAR
LOS direction by the method in Section 3.3). From Figure 8, we can find that the InSAR
monitoring deformation results are consistent with the in situ results, and the difference
between the two technologies is small in magnitude, with an accuracy of around a few
millimeters. Therefore, the InSAR deformation monitoring results are reliable. It is worth
mentioning that the TPB1 point on the slope exhibits some deformation following the in
situ monitoring period.

To further analyze the temporal deformation features of the Datengxia Dam, eight
areas (marked by circle in Figure 7) on the dam were selected for temporal analysis, and
the results are shown in Figure 9.
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As depicted in Figure 8, P1, P2, and P3 are situated within the core of the left dam’s
main structure. The cumulative temporal deformation of these three regions is depicted
in Figure 9a, Figure 9b, and Figure 9c, respectively. The results reveal that over the 3-year
monitoring period, the temporal deformation in the P1 region oscillates within the range of
−20 to 20 mm, ultimately amounting to a cumulative deformation nearing 5 mm. Likewise,
the temporal deformation realm encompassing the P2 region varies from −60 to 20 mm,
ultimately yielding a cumulative deformation extending approximately −30 mm over
the 3-year duration. Concurrently, the temporal deformation in the P3 region fluctuates
between −20 and 20 mm, coalescing into a cumulative deformation nearing −10 mm.
Notably, situated at the center of the left dam’s primary structure, the P2 region experiences
the maximal influence from reservoir water pressure, consequently incurring the most
substantial cumulative temporal deformation, the amount of subsidence increases from the
outer border of the left dam to the middle [44]. This is closely followed by the P3 regions,
reflecting a similar trend. Notably, although P1 and P3 are at both ends of the left dam, the
deformation trend of P3 is more obvious than P1 during the monitoring period. According
to the in-construction right dam in Figure 7, we think this is due to the fact that P1 is at the
junction of the right in-construction cofferdam facilities, which provides some support to
P1 area and makes it more robust. Therefore, compared to the P3 without such a robust
structure, the deformation of the P1 region is more stable during the monitoring period, and
almost stable at around 0 mm. In the broader context, the cumulative deformation exhibited
by these three areas over the 3-year monitoring period remains relatively modest. Overall,
these findings collectively underscore the overarching stability of the left dam structure.

The P4 and P5 areas are located in the Datengxia shiplock area, and their temporal
deformation is shown in Figure 9d,e. The deformation of the P4 and P5 areas is stable,
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ranging from −20 to 20 mm, but with fluctuations. This phenomenon is due to the large
number of wall facades in the area, which form many dihedral reflectors, and the strong
signal interference brought by the strong dihedral scattering leads to abnormal fluctuations
in InSAR monitoring deformation.

The P6 and P7 areas are located on the cofferdam water retaining facilities of the right
dam construction. The temporal deformation of this area is shown in Figure 9f,g. The
results show that the accumulated deformation in the P6 area is relatively large, about
65 mm, while the deformation in the P7 area is basically around 0 mm. The reason for this
is because point P6 is located on the water blocking facilities upstream of the river, directly
bearing a large amount of reservoir water pressure, resulting in significant deformation
in the p6 area. However, due to its location downstream of the river, point P7 does not
directly bear reservoir water pressure, resulting in relatively stable deformation.

The P8 area represents a slope on the right bank, and the temporal deformation
is shown in Figure 9h. The results show that since 2020, the region has experienced a
cumulative deformation of about 60 mm, with a clear trend of linear deformation and a
relatively high level of risk, which deserves more attention.

4.3. Deformation Analysis of River Bank Slopes

The deformation on both banks of the upstream of the Qianjiang River is shown in
Figure 10 (area is indicated by a white box on the left side). According to the deformation
monitoring results, during the monitoring period from 2020 to 2023, there are four obvious
deformation areas: A1, A2, A3, A4. The distribution of each area is shown in Figure 10.

The average deformation of A1, A2, A3, and A4 areas reaches around 60 mm, 60 mm,
70 mm, and −60 mm (Figure 10a), respectively. Except for the negative average deformation
rate of A4, the average deformation rate of the other three deformation areas is positive.
This is due to the side view imaging method adopted by SAR satellites. The deformation
monitored is along the line of sight (LOS) direction of the satellite sensor, and the actual
downward deformation of slopes projected on the satellite line of sight may appear as
negative deformation (away from satellite sensor) or positive deformation (towards satellite
sensor) [45]. Overall, there is obvious deformation in all the four areas, and the deformation
also shows a linear trend, which is suspected to be a sign of landslide activity.

To explore the inducing factors of the deformations, we analyzed the relationships
between the precipitation and the times series deformation. Since the time span of the
SAR images (11 February 2020–16 January 2023), the precipitation data were processed
according to the temporal baseline length between the SAR images, which makes the
analysis more reasonable. Figure 10b–e illustrate the time series deformation of the four
areas and their relationship with precipitation.

As the figures show, the precipitation was mostly concentrated in May to September
each year. Therefore, in this study, the concentrated precipitation period from 2020 to 2023
is noted by dashed boxes, and from the green dashed boxes in Figure 11, we can obviously
find that the deformation of each area accelerated during the concentrated precipitation
period, indicating that precipitation was an important factor leading to the deformation
acceleration. As with the concentrated precipitation period in 2020, there was accelerated
uplift in the A1, A2, A3 areas, and accelerated settlement deformation in the A4 area, and
all four regions present significant accelerated deformation trends. Similarly, in 2021 and
2022, the deformation of all four regions showed the same accelerating trend characteristics
caused by the rainy weather, indicating that the deformation of the four regions was more
related to rainfall. An interesting phenomenon is that the A4 area did not immediately
experience accelerated deformation in 2022. We think it is because the stability of the slope
was destroyed to a certain extent, and after continuous rainfall, the accelerated deformation
occurred due to other factors such as gravity. Moreover, in Figure 10, the precipitation in
2021 was less than that in 2020 and 2023, so the deformation acceleration is not significant.
Overall, in these areas, extremely rainy weather and concentrated precipitation are the
major inducing factors for accelerated surface deformation.
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Figure 11. Deformation monitoring result of the auxiliary dam: (a) average deformation rate, the
deformation rate color is the same as in Figure 10; and (b) cumulative deformation.

Furthermore, it is important to highlight the presence of a reservoir slope exhibiting
significant deformation. This slope is situated near the auxiliary dam (the geographical
location can be seen in Figure 1), approximately 2 km away from the main dam of the
Datengxia. See Figure 11 for the deformation monitoring results. From Figure 11a, it can be
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seen that the average deformation rate monitored by InSAR in the A5 region is relatively
high, about 30 mm/y. Figure 11b also shows that the cumulative deformation over the
A5 region has reached to about 80 mm, and the linear trend of deformation is obvious,
indicating that it may have a high landslide risk or pose a certain threat to the auxiliary
dam and even the main dam of the Datengxia Reservoir. Therefore, it is necessary to pay
more attention to the deformation in the A5 region in the future.

5. Conclusions

In this study, by employing the SBAS-InSAR method and Sentinel-1 data, the defor-
mation over the Datengxia Water Conservancy Hub and its surrounding areas has been
obtained and analyzed. Specifically, 86 Sentinel-1 images acquired from February 2020 to
January 2023 were used to generate the 222 small baseline interferograms for the moni-
toring. Based on the time series deformation over the study area for nearly 3 years, the
deformation characteristics of eight typical subareas have been analyzed, and potentially at
risk slopes along the riverbanks have been identified. The main findings of this study are
as follows:

(1) The utilization of SBAS-InSAR technology together with Sentinel-1 imagery has facili-
tated the accomplishment of time series deformation monitoring over the Datengxia
reservoir. By comparison with the in situ data, the SBAS-InSAR monitoring results
have been proved to be reliable and effective. However, the limitations inherent
in Sentinel-1 data, i.e., the shorter wavelength and low resolution, result in sparser
monitoring points over densely vegetated mountainous areas. Using high-resolution,
long-wavelength SAR datasetss in collaboration with other geodetic techniques would
be an effective solution for this problem;

(2) Due to the maximal water pressure, the central section of the dam exhibits the most
substantial cumulative deformation, approximately 30 mm. Furthermore, the left end
of that dam reflects a similar but smaller deformation, coalescing into a cumulative
deformation nearing −10 mm. However, the in-construction cofferdam facilities make
the right-end section of the left dam more robust, and the deformation is the most
stable and almost always stable at around 0 mm. Overall, the deformation results
demonstrate the stability of the main structure of the left dam. Additionally, a notable
deformation slope near the right dam has experienced a cumulative deformation of
about 60 mm, showing a clear trend of linear deformation and a relatively high level
of risk;

(3) Four distinct slopes exhibiting linear deformation trends along the banks have been
recognized, and the correlation analysis of the four slopes’ deformation time series
with the rainfall suggests their deformation is mainly affected by precipitation. Fur-
thermore, a reservoir slope within the auxiliary dam precinct has also exhibited a
significant deformation, with the cumulative deformation of approximately 80 mm,
thus, more attention should be paid to its stability.
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Appendix A

The following table lists the detailed parameters of the Sentinel-1 satellite:

Parameter Value

Frame 72
Path 157

Angle of flight direction −10.19 (◦)
Incident angle 43.98 (◦)

Range resolution 2.33 (m)
Azimuth Resolution 13.99 (m)

Wavelength 5.55 (cm)
Collection time 10:50 UTC

Appendix B

The pre-processing workflow for Sentinel-1 SAR data:
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